Religion of Civilization is the monotheistic religion as all knowledge about our world is based on the constancy of the world laws and unity of these laws.
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WHAT IS «THE IDEOLOGY OF THE MODERN CIVILIZATION» AND WHY IT IS NEEDED

We don’t know Truth for certain. The Truth is not known at the modern stage of development.

But this fact cannot be used to justify insincerity and bare-faced lie.

Not knowing the Truth doesn’t justify mistakes in the course books of exact sciences and not knowing the Truth doesn’t justify presenting history in the context of the interested groups.

Not knowing the Truth doesn’t allow us to have a free interpretation of the human sciences.

We can say that we have secular education. But secondary and higher professional education involves giving information the benefit of the doubt in the same way as the law of God in a parochial school. And the methods of education don’t make any difference. It is not important, how you are going to make another person believe you. It is important, what you are going to make him believe in.

People make conclusions about a product looking on its package. However, the things you see and what you have read are often not the same. You should start to believe your five senses, think by realistic categories and trust to objectively valid conclusions. A responsibility of a person giving you information is needed for this. You should understand who you trust. Where is this knowledge taken from? Is the source of this information «a little bird told» or is it an expression of the unknown designer making sweetie paper? Our purpose is to consolidate the trusted information and determine the level of trust to it.

The materials used for education, especially for not exact sciences, have not only the informational but also the pedagogic importance. These learning materials have a one-way view to the educational process. These materials form a certain attitude to such or other facts of reality. And this «imposed reality» is often not more close to the existing reality than a «virtual reality».

In fact, a person is now imposed a complex of persuasions – belief, beneficial for some vague social group. This belief doesn’t have an interconnected complex of notions. It is just a range of notions responsible for the object-oriented behavior. It is a system of values for doubling and contradictory notions. It is a religion of money changed for the banknotes, extremely convenient for manipulations with the consciousness, loaded with the monetary understanding of economics. The religion of money has already played its part in stratification of society. The society now has to actively work over the development of the modern understanding of reality in order not to become the victim of the own regress. Some remnants of the conservative forces, blind-alley trying to keep the stationary world, still remain on the way of formalization the conceptual construct and its basics to its progressive development.

Today are known the authors and corporate projects of the world development, but they don’t contain enough practical recommendations to be implemented and elaboration for fair criticism. The given project «Civilization» was presented by the institutional engineer Anatoly Kokhan.
Ideology of the modern Civilization – the modern religion of Civilization presents the interconnected system of notions of the conservative scientific data, the methodological instrument for knowledge filtration, the methodic for providing sustainable social relations and the instrument for development of the sustainable society.

The main information principle of the real transformation of the Modern Civilization is elimination of the knowingly false statement and the lexical constructions used for it.

The ideology – religion of the modern Civilization involves the following:

- The wide complex of events on harmonization of the manufactured products and materials
- Requirements for the international quality standards and product security
- Technological standards for harmonization of nonproductive, cultural and social areas
- Providing physical, psychological and moral health and measures for supporting sustainable psychological state of a person.
- Consolidation of public efforts on solving the problems of public life and the life of every member of society.

We know many things close to the Truth – notions which are true on the level of our technological perfection. They are used to be called a commonplace truth. But a lot of items, used to be called a commonplace truth, present synthetic principal notions targeted to solve the tasks for a narrow circle of interested persons. In addition, it is very difficult to distinguish between the truth and a «fairy tale for poor people».

The truth is an indestructible instrument for creation an idea about our world and its transformation, the only one which is not the subject to manipulations. Only knowledge about the Truth can make the artificial world created by humans stable and livable.

Communications inside society determine the area of binary intercommunication for an individuum. Perception of this area is resulted in creation of stereotypes and rules of behavior by people. In addition, the description of operating the assembly within the public communications is the same knowledge as mathematics. It is from this perspective the Ideology of Civilization is a modern landmark of a person in public relations.

Using strategies of the Ideology of Civilization, an individuum gets an adequate perception and an adequate orientation for a practical activity in the modern conditions.

The Ideology of Civilization does not impose solution of problems. It presents a symmetrical theory for connection of notions, giving the individuum an opportunity to be convinced in his truth with the help of the methods generally accepted in the modern science. It also allows the Ideology of Civilization to develop as the independent discipline of trusted knowledge and beliefs.

The way of socialization of the individuum in the public relations is to bring his perception in accordance with the Ideology of Civilization. Understanding of communications, motivation, purposes and functioning of public institutions encourages the adequate perception and reaction to social challenges as well as regulation of interpersonal relations.

Change of understanding the commonplace rules, the world is based on, leads to rethinking of persuasions. Historically misperceptions die together with a generation. The modern Ideology of Civilization will not take such price. You have been already heading to it for all your life. Secondary and High school have been leading you to this direction without your knowledge. Every available technology is leading you to this direction. Another pair of shoes is, without understanding the Ideology of Civilization a person can be lost on this way or can be brought to the wrong place.

Even if you were being brought to the wrong direction, you were kept saying that you had been being led to the realities. However to say and to do are different things. And if there is no way to realias, you should use the trusted knowledge to come back to the way of Truth. Any route which is not on the way to the Truth causes predictable or unpredictable indirect fatal consequences.

It is referred to an exceptionally scientific notion without any ideological interpretation.

To go against the Ideology of Civilization is the same as to go against the real natural forces.

WELCOME TO THE NEW WORLD!

* «Fairy tale for poor people» – an illusion, which spreading and trusted attitude leads to the predictable dead end of social, emotional or technical kind.
We live in the era of the total power of cult fostered by fragmentary, contradictory notions and knowledge. This cult is fostered by the technologies of exploitation the person’s consciousness, the exploitation which is in conflict with life, nature and natural needs of a person. The person on the modern peak of the technologies development understands the problem of his existing clearly as never before. The problem of conflicting the perception of environment with the own nature, the nature of his perfect body is not compatible with the imposed synthetic «truth». The situation is strained to the maximum. «The new ideology — the ideology of the Civilization» which is the basis of all known religions comes back to the minds with the enormous speed. I only have to record it quickly and present to you. Welcome home, to the new world with the timeless values and new technologies! Join us! The modern religion is the ideology of CIVILIZATION.

The Ideology Of The Modern Civilization As Part Of A Person's Life

The ideology of the Modern Civilization is the necessary part of every person’s life. The main part of the ideology of the Modern Civilization has a natural origin. It means that the ideology of the Modern Civilization is based on the processes coming in nature or the processes determined by them. The ideology of the Modern Civilization is created by people for harmonization with the nature of things. The World Order, the World Domination and the World Power, all the things mentioned above have been existing for ages, but they all are in competency of the nature processes and have very indirect connection with the person. We live in the world the laws of which can be changed only in relation to you. The person himself creates constructions of his own behavior. Thus, harmonization lays in adaptation of the person’s behavior to the external conditions.

The Ideology Of The Modern Civilization As The Public Activity

The ideology of the Modern Civilization is not only the principles of harmonization with the nature. The ideology of the Modern Civilization is also harmonization of the public relations. First of all the Civilization provides harmonization of the natural needs of the person with the public relations. It is a very important direction as historically the barbarous methods of ruling unmercifully exploit the natural needs of the person, in fact making him perform social functions under direct or indirect danger to life. Nowadays it is not necessary as the person has changed so much that he cannot live outside public relations.

Loss of the social function is close to the loss of the person’s face.

The conflict of the public relations and the nature of the person cause the break of the moral and psychological state of the person. The modern ideology of Civilization provides as the psychological rehabilitation a complex of measures for support of the person in the stable psychological condition, the complex of measures against psychological extremism, animal behavior and emotional violence. The ideology of the Modern Civilization brings in harmony these problems until the person follows its way, however falling back of the achievements of Civilization is dangerous not only for the person’s life but also for people around. And everything is much simpler than it seems to be. The elementary breaking the rules of dealing with electricity, gas or household rubbish directly or indirectly brings damage to the people around.

The general basis of the belief system «Civilization»

The basis of the religion «Civilization» are the ancient principles of the public relations, actual in the modern world. These are the principles demonstrated in the books by Anatoly Kokhan. The religion of Civilization is targeted to the current and future true knowledge about the surrounding world and nature of things. The belief is based on harmonization:

FOR PEOPLE, RATIONALLY, IN HARMONY WITH NATURE
The commonly recognized human values: equal rights, respect to the personality, cultural heritage and tolerant views are in the basis of the belief system «Civilization».

**Religious practice «Civilization»**

Religious practice is targeted to the community of different nationalities, different layers and social groups based on the single notional instrument, preventing spreading the knowingly false statement from the point of view of the modern science and practice of using technologies and achievements of Civilization. The religious practice addresses the person, his achievement of practical and creative goals, opportunity of using his skills in the activity which meets his ambitions and abilities. The religious practice is targeted to exclusion of the misleading knowledge, such as languages and thoughts.

The history of appearing the religion «Civilization»

The religion «Civilization» has very different historical roots, it is harmonization. These roots allowed the most progressive part of population in different time periods achieve social and technological success. Existing of these principles has led the mankind to the modern technological and social conditions. The Civilization has been developing to the benefit of people. The rationalism has brought the new perspectives to people. Only a harmonically development in connection with the nature of things helped the mankind not to be eliminated by the nature forces and self-destroyed. The Union «Civilization» was established on a voluntary basis, due to the will of people who understood the necessity of the union and the joint religious activity.

In 1995 Anatoly Kokhan started to be interested in the problems of the modern inter social communication, economic construction, organization of the agricultural activity and other problems of the Modern Civilization in the era of over production and priority rates of the technology development. In the result Anatoly Kokhan has prepared the author description of the surrounding reality using modern scientific and technic achievements. It has composed the belief system of the formed group and was introduced as the religion «Civilization».

The forms and methods of activity of the Union «Civilization»

The main activity of the union is the missionary work. In the framework of this activity the union provides public awareness, the activity on accumulating and practical usage of knowledge, analysis and determination of the level of trust to the information, individual, group and collective events and ceremonies, connection with authorities, business, religious and cultural communities, quality estimation of the technologies and business activity of subjects, control of trust and quality of technologies and harmonization of social and technological relations.

Peculiarity of the attitude towards health

Health is one of the prioritized directions of work of the union. However, as other resources of the person, health is not the goal itself. The resource of the person is necessary for a certain creative activity. The term «health» is explained wider than the physiological state. The health of the person is kept in psychological and moral balance.

Restrictions for the members and servants of the organization relating to their civil rights and responsibilities

The rights of the members and servants of the organization are confined by the moral and ethical norms of confession, the level of understanding and ability of practical usage of the belief system. The highest members in the hierarchy of servants have the smallest levels of restrictions. The restrictions of the civil rights and obligations of the members are conducted by the servants on the basis of the possibilities of integration into the social space of the certain person according to the principle of reasonability and usefulness. The activity of restrictions is targeted to the achieving the functions of harmonization of the transformation of the living space.
Duties Of The Confession «Civilization»

The duties include executing the principles of the belief system – the principles of harmonization of public relations – for people, with mind and according to the nature of things. The duties have quite the certain character and are obligatory for believers and their followers. The duties of the belief system are applied to the person’s self-dependence and the joint activity coordinated by the center. The individual duty is applied to the things the person is able to deal with himself. The centralized duty is applied to the activity and problems which require the joint efforts.

The individual duty

One of the most important part of supporting good physical and mental condition in the Modern Civilization is practicing proper hygiene, following the daily duties, planning the activity for tomorrow, healthy sleeping – are the rituals of the Modern Civilization. The individual duty includes: rituals, information activity, teaching, educational and research activity, spreading the principles of the belief system and the belief system itself, support of the center of the belief system, assisting to applying the collective efforts, opposition to spreading the evident illusions and deliberate distortion of the information.

The morning ritual
- Open the eyes and thank the destiny and your ancestors that you are alive, for your body and opportunities
- The morning hygiene
- The physical exercises
- Breakfast.

The day ritual
- Taking the meal
- Assessment of the things done before lunch and correcting the plans

The evening ritual
- Making the plan for tomorrow
- Checking the current duties with the perspective plans
- The evening hygiene
- Sleeping. While falling asleep, the person should be thinking how to solve the tomorrow problems. The ritual of taking the meal
- Follow the hygiene requirements, pay close attention to keeping clean the place for taking meals, dishes and water
- The meals should be taken without distracting to the problems
- It makes sense to share the table with the close people while taking meals
- Pay close attention to the food you eat. Before starting the meal, thank the people who have cooked the food and taken the part in growing and preparing the ingredients. Your gratitude can be said allowed or «said in the head».

The information activity
- Revealing antisocial processes and activities
- The analysis of the information you have
- Consultations about current operations of the center
- Collecting information about the negative processes and its analysis
- Participating in liquidation or localization the consequences of the antisocial activities, contradicting the faith and principles of harmonization.

Teaching and developing the sciences, such as the basics of the religion «Civilization», stipulates the obligatory individual program for self-improvement on the programs approved by the center.

The peculiarities of the teaching process:
- It is necessary to use only trusted information in education
- It is necessary trying to create the whole and not contradictory picture of the world
- Using the instruments of the belief system and the science which is its part, solve, discuss and use in the activity the received competency and information
- Strive for the attentive learning of your achievements by like-minded persons and co-religionists
- Operate by logics, reasonable sense and science achievements, think over your results and listen attentively to your opponents, have the courage to admit if you are wrong and strive for other people understand you.

Only the information of the highest trustworthy will be used in group purposes as the centralized duty. The individual duties include taking to belief the information approved by the organization. However, if there are realistic grounds, arguing and looking for inaccuracies of different kind is one of the individual duties and is welcomed. The given list of duties can also be expanded as any other part of the study – on the principles of harmonization of the belief system and the principles of the public life and nature of things studied by the participants of the organization and science.

The centralized duty

The duties coordinated by the center are first of all targeted at:
1. The union of people on the principles of mutual help with the help of organization
2. Practical competencies of the members of the society
3. The own health and the health of the dependent members, social, moral and intellectual climate
4. Spreading the principles of the belief system «Civilization» and the belief system itself
5. Fulfilling the projects of transforming the territories according to the principles of the Modern Civilization
6. Holding the mass cultural events connected with the belief system
7. Publicly – initiative supervising activity. The international center for support of Civilization – Open World Campus is the center for support of confession. It is the head structure of the belief system, coordinating the activity of the religious organization.

Participating In The Activity

You can be the servant of the faith and form the active part of the group or be a supporter and perform the volunteer duty. You cannot be indifferent and there is no sense to be the opponent. Only the time and loss of the main point of the person can stop the ideology of Civilization.

How to become a volunteer

It is easy to become a volunteer!
1. First you just should be a living person
2. You should study the given material and accept the conditions of the formal offer
3. Using the available way you should sign in and determine the way of feedback
4. And immediately join the educational and information process

Why to become a volunteer?

Becoming a volunteer you agree to become the member of the society based on the principles of the modern Civilization. The community is created to secure the common to humanity interests of the members of society using the instruments and principles formulated in the Ideology of the Modern Civilization. The community is striving for the harmonization of society, providing its members all the things necessary for life, developing of education, technologies and effective occupation.

WE WILL GIVE YOU THE FOLLOWING:
• For children – good education and wonderful future;
• For those who face problems – we will reveal your skills and find work
• For those who need accommodation – home;
• For entrepreneurs – funds (money);
• For scientists – scale project and recognition;
• For heads of business – loyal staff, reliable and professional employees
• For leaders of territories or countries – world recognition, loyal citizens who understand and forgive failures, political and economic structures effectively solving political and economic problems.

CONTACTS FOR SIGNING IN VOLUNTEERS:
www.reg.new-ideology.ru
E-mail: 01@owc.ru
SMS: +7 916 349 57 15
Technical support: tel.: +7 916 349 57 15
PUBLIC OFFER

I undertake the whole responsibility in subjective trust to the information stated in the given book.

The information presented in the book as the ideology and religion of Civilization can change your idea about the existing reality and your life. Continuation of reading the book from the next page means the kind will of a reader and his understanding of possible consequences after reading the book.

The book contains estimation of the surrounding reality based on the impersonally estimated subjective experience of the author about the surrounding world.

This knowledge can change your formed convictions. You’ll get the new knowledge and find its confirmation in your life experience.

This knowledge will help you to change your life in the absolutely wonderful way.

You’ll get a new level of freedom of choice and making solutions. Independently of your skills and experience, you will get the new great role in the current modern processes of transformation – economic, public, moral, political and technological.

The information received as the result of reading the book presents the instrument for implementation your interests and active political transformation of the world around you.

The public offer has to be understood in accordance with the conceptual instrument presented in the given edition.

Open World Campus
is the International authors trusted center of the Ideology of Civilization.
Anatoly Kokhan, 29.04.2015